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About This Game

MegaGlest is a classic 3d real time strategy (RTS) game, where you control the armies of one of seven different
factions: Tech, Magic, Egypt, Indians, Norsemen, Persian or Romans.

Gameplay:
It seems to start slow, but this impression changes very quickly when the first fights start. You have to manage all things at once!

While you fight you have to control your workers to build up your city, send scouts to new places and give orders to newly
produced units. This way, game play is a mix of fight micromanagement, strategy and general unit management. In some more
advanced games you typically have to control more than 100 units and in big games this can go up to more than 300 for each

player. This game is meant to be played as an RTS game and has no special focus on storylines.

Game Content:
The game itself already has a lot of content and you can play hundreds of hours.

More than 80 maps, 19 environment tilesets and 7 different factions with unique gameplay wait for you and if this is not enough
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you can download more for free in the included mod manager.
If this is still not enough content for you, make your own! Making new content for MegaGlest is very easy and especially

creating maps is very simple with the included map editor.

Computer players:
MegaGlest has a very strong and aggressive AI with random behaviour! Its strength can be controlled in many steps which

allows you to setup every game as a challenge! So when you setup games, especially as a beginner, be careful and start small or
you can quickly get overrun. With patience and training, you will gain a much better understanding of game mechanics and be

able to stand the strongest computer players - for a while.

Cross platform multiplayer
From our experience the biggest fun is to play co-op multi-player games, human vs. computer controlled players. The AI can be

made so strong that even very advanced players always have a fun challenge! But you can also play human vs. human or
whatever you want with up to 8 players.

Warning: You need a stable internet connection to play this game online, as it does not allow you to rejoin a game at the current
state of development.

Please consider to buy this game on Steam or to donate so we can continue to pay game servers and hosting!
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Title: MegaGlest
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SoftCoder
Publisher:
Mega Glest Team
Release Date: 16 Jan, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel core i3 3217U, AMD Athlon X4

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 250, Intel 5200, Radeon HD 4850

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Polish
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This game has some skill, craft and polish, but ultimately I didn't enjoy it.

First, "samurai jazz" is a great title, in fact it's a great idea for a setting. But the setting doesn't actually figure into the game,
other than...the clothing? When you start a new game, there are a couple of sentences of vague story that I can't even remember.
Then you leave the starting room, and each room after that has half a dozen blade-wielding thugs or rokurokubi that attack you.
Why do they attack? Who knows! How does the protagonist get away with slicing down dozens of people in broad daylight? Is
the city (whatever city this is) that far gone?

The real problem, though, is the gameplay. You go into a room and try to cut down all the enemies before they cut YOU down. This
requires finicky timing and control. When you die (not if, when) you start over from the beginning of the room. This is a good
thing, as it means you lose very little time in your attempts to clear the room. It only takes a couple minutes to die 50 times in the
same room. Of course, that really just means you rage quit sooner.

I wanted to like this game, but...it's just not fun.
. An interesting visual novel, but you're left with more questions than answers. Excellent dialogue, though.. Very nice Puzzle Game.
Great game with fun visuals. Its one of those perfect quick play games that you can jump right into. Within a few minutes I was in
the game and playing. Easy to figure out and a fun concept. Looking forward to the multiplayer.. I wanted so much to like this
game, but it is just so boring. There is so little to do and what little there is has no description so there is no way to know what effect
if any half the stuff has. There is no customization in the game and the diplomacy while a unique idea with much promise just
drags the game on without adding anything to the game really.. Controls are broken for me, can't shoot and move at the same time!

Developer hasn't responded to any forum posts, nor issued any kind of patch for months since release....

Controls might work for you, ymmv.. I adore this game. The dialog and story is hilarious but still interesting (it's funny but doesn't
cross into slapstick silly). The fights are a nice balance of not being too hard but not just clicking through (if you're someone who
likes games where you die a lot, then you'll probably want a different RPG). The puzzles are great. It's really a very fun game, and
a long one (I got at least 20 hours of gameplay) but doesn't feel like it drags on. You can probably find a demo online if you want
to give it a try before buying, but it's definitely worth a try. If it's on sale, then it's a steal!
And I liked Slime Island!. A fantastic Historical strategy game which has come a long way since launch.. I never had a C64 back in
the day. Played this for hours upon hours upon hours with a friend at his place. Purchased it as soon as I heard it was on Steam.
Love it. So much fun and so challenging. So nice to play the original as is in 2019. Thank you.
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If you know the Movies, this Game is Extremly Awesome.
Even if you dont know the Movies this game is pretty good too.
. A solid fighter pilot sim with an OK storyline. Nice selection of planes to try out and some good action sequences in the air.
Got a little bored before the last few missions but pushed through to complete what is essentially a good game. Give it a go..
They look ridiculous totally goes with the theme of the game. A nice add-on for flavor.. Ugly to look at, awful to listen to,
terrible to play.
One of 4 games by this dev to be released today that all look exactly as terrible as eachother.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/WLM4ec_LyiU. this game crashes all of the time i cant even get in game any more. If you now how to fix it
plz contact me. Tidalis is a puzzle game with a series of achievements called "Chain Me Up" and its various puzzles and
characters all bring into play a humanist viewpoint in its forward-thinking look at sex and gender. No character is of the
standard "generic white male/attractive female" body type, gluttony is a focus between vegetables being a positive block and
"the Eater" being a neutral force but one players may learn to dread (with no actual stigma placed upon it), and to top it all off
the infirm and ill, a minority rarely seen outside of seminal malaria simulation classic "Far Cry 2" are given a voice in Pickles, a
small demon unable to leave a bubble he requires to survive with his weakened infernal immune system. The game also has a
variety of skins instead of just the Popcap standard "regular/colorblind" false dichotomy, all but two of which work for those
with rod/cone limitations.

In short, don't just buy Tidalis for its mass of modes and content, buy it because it's the puzzle utopia.
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